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Every year at the Lancer Legacy banquet, we give a number of awards.  One of those 
awards is  the Lancer Legacy Award for contributions to sports at General McLane.  Before 
recognizing the winner of the award, I read the following to those in attendance:

“Student athletes at General McLane have available to them athletic facilities that are 
abundant and well maintained.  They have coaches who know the game and care about their 
players as athletes, students and people.  They have a school board and administration that work 
to fund and guide the athletic programs, and a community that supports them with fervor.

If you are a student athlete here tonight:  heed my words.  Any time something like the 
GM athletic program is made available to you with no work or sacrifice on your part, know that 
it is only because those who have come before you have given their all and sacrificed greatly. “

Last week, family, friends and former students and players of Coach Bob Jamison, came 
together to bid farewell.  Amid tears, laughter and the recounting of many fond memories, the 
impact of Bob Jamison as a person and coach was noted to be significant in many lives.

The destiny of any person, or organization, is set in its infancy by its caretakers.  Bob 
Jamison was one of the early caretakers of General McLane and steered it toward a destiny of 
greatness. 

The bond between a teacher and student is unique, important and in many cases, 
enduring.  This is even more true of the bond between coach and player for as Jamison has said, 
“I think you ought to be a teacher first and a coach second.”  We saw last week, that the bond 
between coach and player can last as along as 50 years.  Perhaps the longevity of the bond is due 
to the immense number of hours spent together, the time spent serving the same mission or 
perhaps living together through the thrill of victory and the agony of defeat.  More likely, though, 
it is because a good coach can see a player has more skill, more work ethic and more energy than 
the player displays.   And a good coach demands that the player digs deep down and produce it, 
often helping the player recognize something in himself he didn’t know he had or could do.  
Anyone who has been the recipient of a coach pushing us to see beyond our limited self-vision, 
knows how life-changing that can be.  Seeing the potential in a player and helping the player 
recognize and produce it is a special gift, one that Jamison had in abundance.

Jamison was there at the beginning of GM football.  He had been the coach of the 
Edinboro Turtles, and when McKean and Edinboro high schools were merged, he was the first 
coach of the General McLane Lancers for their inaugural season in 1959.  Any time schools are 
merged, there are challenges faced (though certainly the differences were not as significant, the 
movie, Remember the Titans, comes to mind).  But whatever the challenges that were 
experienced with the merger, Jamison’s leadership overcame them as the fabled, undefeated 
season of 1970 was partially attributed to the closeness of the team.  

When the special coach/player bond is present, parents recognize it evidenced in the life 
of their children.  That in turn, creates community spirit, and it was community spirit that 
Jamison’s success helped to create.  When asked about his fondest memories, Jamison said, “I 
would say the way the two communities came together is my fondest memory.”  He used the 
example of how the community worked to put lights on the football field:

 “A group of parents and boosters signed a note to the bank in order to borrow the money 
to fund the lights. Dances and other various fund-raisers were then held in an effort to raise the 
money. Additionally, all of the labor was donated by the community.The poles had to be wired, 
the lights had to be strung, and trenches had to be dug to lay the lines underground.”
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Student athletes at General McLane are very fortunate.  We can never forget those who 
came before to set the path for what we have now.  Bob Jamison was a pioneer and architect of 
General McLane.  We can never forget that.  Those who played for him certainly haven’t.

[All quotations in this Lancer Letter were taken from, General McLane Athletics:  Stories from 
the First Fifty Years by Stephen Orbanek.  The book contains a chapter devoted to Bob Jamison 
as well as a chapter devoted to the 1970 team. You can purchase a copy at the General McLane 
Education Center.]


